
NINDS.

• Randomised, double-blinded.
• t-PA vs placebo

• 0-180 mins.
• 624 patients.

Findings.
• No difference detected at 24 hrs [ie. complete symptom resolution or ↓ NIHSS by ≥ 4]
• t-PA = better NIHSS at 3 months.

• OR 1.7 [1.2-2.6] p = 0.008.
• No difference in mortality (17 vs 21%, p=0.30)
• 10-fold increased in ICH.

• Associated with worse NIHSS at baseline

Issues.
• Industry funded. Genentech.
• 50% of patients treated w/in 90mins ?generalisability 
• Baseline imbalance in stroke severity between groups

• Identical ∆-NIHSS.
• Reported ʻbenefitsʼ occurred in post-hoc comparisons.

ECASS III.

• Randomised, double-blinded.
• t-PA vs placebo

• 3 - 4.5 hours.
• Dichotomised modified Rankin scale [0-1 vs 2-6].

• 821 patients.

STROKE THROMBOLYSIS TRIALS

treated beyond 180 minutes, and a time of 90 minutes to 1
patient in the 0- to 90-minute group whose exact time was
unknown. These were the only changes we made to the data;
although we believed there may also have been coding errors for
3 patients who were reportedly alive at 90 days but were given
an NIHSS score of 42, we had no basis on which to change
these values.

We examined all the 90-day outcome variables used in the
original trial: modified Rankin, Barthel Index, Glasgow
Outcome Scale (GOS), NIHSS, and !-NIHSS. The last is the
only variable for which we can examine how each subject’s
neurologic function changed from just before treatment until
the end of 90 days. This variable can, in theory, range from –42
(changing from a perfectly normal neurologic examination to
death) to "42 (changing from maximal neurologic dysfunction
to completely normal function). The original NINDS article
describes !-NIHSS (dichotomized by presence or absence of a
decrease of !4 points) as a “sensitive” and “reliable” marker of
“improvement” after treatment and reports this outcome at 24
hours but not at 90 days.

We strived to create graphics that allow us to see what
happened to each patient in the data set. We began with graphs
of treatment group versus outcome and then added stratification
on variables that might be confounders or effect modifiers. We
use locally weighted scatter plot smoothing (lowess) regression to
draw curves on many graphs. This technique makes no
assumptions about the shape of the curve relating the variables.7

We did not graph confidence intervals for the lowess lines
because they would clutter the graphs while adding no new
information. This is because we already know from the original

NINDS trial report that statistical significance was achieved
only when the individual outcomes were pooled in a composite
outcome. Therefore, there are no statistically significant
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Figure 2. Standard Tukey box plots showing the
distribution of initial and 90-day NIHSS scores and 90-day
change in NIHSS score. At baseline, patients in the
placebo group were somewhat more impaired than
patients in the tPA group, and this difference increased
somewhat at 90 days. However, distributions of 90-day
change in NIHSS (bottom panel) are quite similar,
suggesting that some or all of the difference in 90-day
NIHSS score may be due to confounding.
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Figure 3. Scatterplots of 90-day versus initial outcome. In
the top panel, higher values represent worse condition. In
the bottom, a positive change in NIHSS represents an
improvement. Both panels show that most patients who
survive improve, regardless of treatment. For patients with
a baseline NIHSS value between roughly 5 and 22, the
lowess line for tPA lies toward better outcomes compared
with the placebo line. The reverse is true for patients with
a mild or more severe initial stroke score. This pattern is
also witnessed for the other outcomes (see Figure 6).
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Baseline discrepancy b/w groups. 
Change in NIHSS similar (?confounders)



Findings.
• t-PA had higher rates of ʻfavourable neurological outcomeʼ

• 52.4% vs 45.2%, OR 1.34, (95%CI 1.02-1.76]
• No difference in mortality. 
• Higher rates of ICH with t-PA [27 vs 17.6%]

Issues.
• Industry funded. Boehringer Ingelheim.
• Excluded big strokes [NIHSS > 24]
• Endpoint of mRS (0-1) is inappropriate. ?mRS of 2 is good !!

• mRS of 2 = Slight disability. Can look after own affairs without assistance, but 
unable to carry out all previous activities.

• Benefit of t-PA disappears when reclassified mRS 0-2 vs 3-6 !!
• Baseline imbalance in stroke severity between groups, plus Hx of stroke.

• Favours the t-PA group

IST-3.

• Randomised, open-treatment trial !!
• t-PA vs NO placebo

• 0 - 6 hours.
• Oxford Handicap Score (OHS) at 6 months [ 0-2 vs ≥3 ]. Similar to mRS.

• 3035 patients.

Findings.
• No difference in primary outcome [OHS 0-2 @ 6 months]

• 37% vs 35% [ OR 1.13, 95%CI 0.95-1.35, p=0.181 ]
• Higher rates of “Fatal / Non-fatal ICH” in t-PA group.

• 7% vs 1%. [ OR 6.94, 95%CI 4.07-11.8 ]
• Higher rates of “death within 7 days” in t-PA group.

• 11% vs 7% [ OR 1.60, 95%CI  1.22-2.08, p=0.001 ]
• By 6 months, this had equalised [27% in each group].

Issues.
• Benefits only discovered w/ ʻsecondary explorationʼ of data.

• Ordinal analysis
• Open-label trials generally favour the treatment group. 

• ?is there actually concealed harm.
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Figure 3: Adjusted eff ect of treatment on the primary outcome (alive and independent, Oxford Handicap Score 0, 1, or 2) in subgroups
The key predefi ned subgroups were age 80 years or younger, age older than 80 years, time from stroke onset to randomisation (0–3·0 h, 3·0–4·5 h, 4·5–6·0 h), initial 
stroke severity as measured by National Institutes of Health stroke score, and the appearance of the baseline brain scan on expert read for each subgroup (whether 
ischaemic change is visible or not). The treatment odds ratio in each subgroup has been adjusted for the linear eff ects of the other key variables (age, NIHSS, and 
delay) but not for the presence or absence visible ischaemic change. It is for this reason that the adjusted odds ratio in the “Total” row at the bottom of the table does 
not exactly agree with the odds ratio in table 2. The choice of cut-points to defi ne certain subgroups is slightly diff erent to those given in table 1.14 On the graph, for 
each subgroup, the horizontal line represents the 99% CI, the diamond is centred on the overall estimate and it represents the 95% CI. The graph was generated with 
R (version 2.11.1). rt-PA=recombinant tissue plasminogen activator. NIHSS=National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. TACI=total anterior circulation infarct. 
PACI=partial anterior circulation infarct. LACI=lacunar infarct. POCI=posterior circulation infarct.

Subgroup

rt-PA Control

Adjusted
p value

Events/number of patients

Age (years) 0·029

NIHSS score 0·003

Predicted probability of poor outcome at 6 months 0·009

Time to randomisation (h) 0·613

Acute ischaemic change on randomisation scan according to expert panel 0·534

Sex 0·409

Stroke syndrome 0·465

Clinician’s assessment of recent ischaemic change at randomisation 0·703

Atrial fibrillation 0·574

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 0·737

Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 0·154

Glucose (mmol/L) 0·444

Treatment with antiplatelet drugs in previous 48 h 0·383

Trial phase 0·479

Centre with experience of thrombolysis 0·911
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Female
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LACI
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144–164
≥165

≤74
75–89
≥90

≤5
6–7
≥8 143/455  (31·4%)

No
Yes

Blinded
Open

No
Yes

Total

331/698  (47·4%)
223/817  (27·3%)

221/304  (72·7%)
276/728  (37·9%)
 50/402  (12·4%)
  7/81   (8·6%)

256/351  (72·9%)
 88/169  (52·1%)
127/361  (35·2%)
 83/634  (13·1%)

132/431  (30·6%)
182/577  (31·5%)
240/507  (47·3%)

392/883  (44·4%)
158/624  (25·3%)

239/782  (30·6%)
315/733  (43·0%)

106/639  (16·6%)
281/596  (47·1%)
100/168  (59·5%)
 66/110  (60·0%)

381/894  (42·6%)
105/361  (29·1%)
 68/260  (26·2%)

440/1042 (42·2%)
114/473  (24·1%)

172/487  (35·3%)
196/498  (39·4%)
186/530  (35·1%)

151/462  (32·7%)
204/541  (37·7%)
193/500  (38·6%)

109/254  (42·9%)
261/664  (39·3%)

288/736  (39·1%)
265/775  (34·2%)

 34/136  (25·0%)
520/1379 (37·7%)

313/940  (33·3%)
241/575  (41·9%)

554/1515 (36·6%)

346/719  (48·1%)
188/799  (23·5%)

232/308  (75·3%)
268/724  (37·0%)
 33/421  (7·8%)
  1/65   (1·5%)

290/377  (76·9%)
 76/160  (47·5%)
118/357  (33·1%)
 50/624  (8·0%)

 95/418  (22·7%)
226/600  (37·7%)
213/500  (42·6%)

379/910  (41·6%)
149/598  (24·9%)

235/787  (29·9%)
299/731  (40·9%)

 96/665  (14·4%)
254/550  (46·2%)
103/164  (62·8%)
 79/136  (58·1%)

366/897  (40·8%)
108/340  (31·8%)
 60/281  (21·4%)

436/1078 (40·4%)
 98/440  (22·3%)

170/491  (34·6%)
196/518  (37·8%)
168/509  (33·0%)

133/445  (29·9%)
219/586  (37·4%)
178/480  (37·1%)

109/285  (38·2%)
242/636  (38·1%)
144/456  (31·6%)

282/725  (38·9%)
251/786  (31·9%)

 38/140  (27·1%)
496/1378 (36·0%)

309/950  (32·5%)
225/568  (39·6%)

534/1518 (35·2%)

Adjusted odds
ratio (99% CI)

0·92 (0·67–1·26)
1·35 (0·97–1·88)

0·85 (0·52–1·38)
1·08 (0·81–1·45)
1·73 (0·93–3·20)
7·43 (0·43–129·00)

0·81 (0·52–1·26)
1·20 (0·68–2·13)
1·10 (0·73–1·65)
1·73 (1·07–2·82)

1·64 (1·03–2·62)
0·73 (0·50–1·07)
1·31 (0·89–1·93)

1·17 (0·88–1·56)
1·05 (0·70–1·59)

1·21 (0·86–1·69)
1·04 (0·75–1·43)

1·36 (0·89–2·08)
1·07 (0·76–1·51)
0·91 (0·48–1·72)
1·04 (0·49–2·22)

1·13 (0·84–1·51)
0·92 (0·56–1·51)
1·39 (0·74–2·61)

1·09 (0·83–1·43)
1·20 (0·76–1·90)

1·18 (0·78–1·78)
1·09 (0·74–1·62)
1·11 (0·74–1·65)

1·32 (0·86–2·01)
1·08 (0·73–1·58)
0·97 (0·64–1·46)

1·23 (0·72–2·12)
1·16 (0·82–1·66)
1·03 (0·67–1·60)

1·02 (0·73–1·43)
1·20 (0·87–1·65)

0·91 (0·42–1·98)
1·14 (0·89–1·45)

1·10 (0·82–1·48)
1·14 (0·78–1·66)

1·12 (0·89–1·41)

0·4 1·0 3·0

Favours rt-PAFavours control

- This goes against the ʻtime is brainʼ theory for thrombolysis.


